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by the hope of that new and yet unseen world. Peter, in
like manner, says to us : " Seeing that we look for these
things, give diligence that we may be found without spot
and blameless in His sight." John, looking to the manifestation of Christ, exclaims, " Every one that hath this
hope in him purifieth himself, even as He is pure." Christ
Himself strikes the key-note of all this in His frequent
references to His second coming, and in the last chapter
of the Apocalypse He is represented as grasping the whole
of the present and the coming age in the significant proclamation : " I am the First and the Last, the Beginning
and the End. Blessed are they that wash their robes,
that they may have the right to the Tree of Life, and may
enter in by the gates into the city." Here we have the
Divine unity of nature and of grace, of the beginnings of
humanity, and the final revelation of the sons of God and
restitution of all things; and all this in the Redeemer and
His second coming and glorious kingdom : "Even so, come,
Lord Jesus."
J. WILLIAM DAWSON.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF TWO PASSAGES
IN THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. 1
ONE of the many injurious results of the dominant NorthGalatian theory is that it has led to a general misinterpretation of the Epistle to the Galatians. When the Epistle
was supposed to refer to certain historical facts, there was
produced an unconscious bias in the direction of :finding
references to these facts. It is proposed here to give two
examples of such misinterpretation of the Greek of the
Epistle.
1 Probably the two interpretations here advocated are not new: it is
difficult to find anything that has not been said before about Paul. But they
were no>el to some excellent authorities to whom I mentioned them.
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I. It is a necessary consequence of the North-Galatian
theory that Galatians ii. 1-10 describes the same events as
Acts xv.; and the words of Paul have been tortured to read
them into some sort of misfitting reference to those events.
In accordance with the belief (which I shall try soon to
establish conclusively) that Acts is one of the few great
first-rate historical works which have as yet been written,
and that it stands in remarkably close agreement with the
other records, direct or indirect, which have come down to
us, it is of course necessary for me to hold that, when Paul
declares his second visit to Jerusalem to have taken place in
the fourteenth year after his conversion, 1 and describes it,
his words must be applied to what Luke expressly declares
to have been his second visit, and not to what Luke describes as his third visit. If this point is abandoned, then
it becomes vain to seek for synchronisms or agreements.
Anything in early Christian history can be made to agree
with anything else, if Paul's second visit in Galatians ii.
1-10 is his third visit in Acts xv.; and we should have to
acquiesce in the conclusion that Luke as an historian
stands little above a common witness in a court of law,
who will describe an event that occurred in his own presence so loosely and inaccurately and unintelligently, that
it is not quite easy to reconcile his description with that of
another eye-witness. Such a conclusion is fatal to the
position which I am eager to defend. I frankly admit that
the account given of any incident by a great historian must
seize the critical points in its evolution, and represent these
in their proper proportions, and that the account given by
a sensible and honest witness must always confirm in a
1 Some prefer to understand " after his first visit."
The point is for our
present purpose immaterial (though the entire chronology of the period depends
on it) ; and it is therefore unnecessary to defend my interpretation here. The
paper will not be affected, if those who prefer the other sense (which is of
course grammatically justifiable), substitute it in the above sentence.
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striking and conclusive way the great historian's narrative.
If they are hard to reconcile, or if their resemblance is
lame and inconclusive, then either the historian is second(or third) -rate, or the witness is incompetent or dishonest.
It will be best to begin by quoting the Greek of Epist.
Gal. ii. 1-10, on the left as it is given by Westcott and
Hort, and on the right as I think it shoulcl be punctuated.
lrrEtTa aLa ia' frWv 7TUAtv Uvi{jrJV £lr
'lfpouoA.vµa µ•ra BapvafJa, uvµ7rapaAa{36'v Kal Tlrov· civi{317v Of KaTll
tl11'0Kti'>.vvnv· Kat dv.tNµT/v UVTOLS
ro •vayyiA.1011 ti KTJpvuuw f.v ru'is £(),,,_
<Ttv, KaT, U3lav aE rots l>o1<.0Vcrt11,
µ~ 'Tl'W> £ls K£vov rplxw ~ £lJpaµov.
UAA, oVl>E TlTos 0 uVv fµ.ol, "'EAA.1711 &v,
~vayKa<rBTJ
7r<pirµTJBijvai' lM. lJ<
rovr 7rap<L<ra1<TOVS t•vlJalJDupous,
olriv•s 7rap£LuijA.Bov 1<ara<r1<07rijuai r~v
f.A.wB•p!av ~µwv ~v <xoµ•v f.v Xpurn[l
'lTJ<roil, Iva ~µas KaralJovA.wuouuiv,
o'is ovlJ< 7rpor wpav .z~aµ•v rfi
{nrorayfi, 7.va ~ dXhB£La roil •vayy•A.iov lliaµ•ivn 7rpO> vµas" U1l'O lJ< TWV
ao1<.0Vvroo11 £lval

TL°

Orroi'ot

'Tf"OTE

~uav

ovlJiv µot lJia<f>ip<L, 7rpo<rW1l'OV 8EoS
avBpw7rov ov Aaµ{juvEL' £µot yap ol
lJ01<0VVTH ovlJ<v 7rpo<ravlB.vro, KTA. 1

lrrEira l>i(z df frWv rrUA.tv &vEf3YJv £lr"J.,po<roA.vµa µ<ra Bapva/3a, uuµ7rapaA.af3wv Kat Tirov-(avlf3TJv lJ< 1<ara
U1l'DKaAvtiv)-, /CUL dv.BiµTJV avro'is
rO EvllyytArnv 8 1<.17pVcruw lv rois- £Bv£·
<rtv-(rnr' llJ!av ll< ro'ir lloKoV<rtv)-,
µ~1l'W> £ls 1<£vov rplxw ~ £lJpaµov(&AA' oVl>E Tlros 0 uVv Eµol 11 EA.A.1711 ltv
~vayKa<rBTJ '11'•pirµTJ9ijvai)lJia li<
Tovs 7rap£L<raKTovr t•vllalJiA.<f>ovs,
otTLVES 7rap£L<rijA.Bov 1<ara<r1<07rij<rat r!1v
•AwB• p!av ~µwv ~v <xoµ•v iv Xpiur~
'lTJ<roil, 7.va ~µas 1<aralJovA.wuou<riv'
ols oVl>E

TrpOs

lfipav

EL~aµEV

rjj

irrrorayjj, t'va ~ &.AfiBELa roiJ EvayyE•
A.!ov lJiaµ•ivn 7rpos vµas. U1l'U lJ£ TWll
001<.oVvrrov £ivat rt (Orrol.o{

TTOTE

~crav

ovlJ{v µot lJia<f>lpEL-7rpo<rW1l'Oll (:)£or
avBpw7rov ov A.aµ{jaVE1)- rµot yap ol
lJoKOVVTH ovlJev 7rpO<rav{{i,vro, aAAa
ToVv&.vriov laDVTES' Ori TrfnlurEvµ.ai rO
.lmyyiA.wv Try> at<po{jvuTias 1<aBws
Ilfrpos rij~ 'Tl'fpiroµij~ (o yap £vcpy~<ras
Ilfrp'l'
a7ro<rro">...)v rijr 7l'f pt<rroµijr
fvf,pyrycrEv Kal lµ.ol. £ls- Ta EBv17), Kal
yvoVTH rryv xapiv rqv lJo(i(iuav µot,
'I ch:oo/3os Kal K17cpii.s- Kal 'l<iHZvv17s-, oL
lJ01<0VVTH <TTVAOL EivllL, ll·~uk £lJw1<av

.z,

fµol Kal Ilapvdj3q. Koivoovlas, lva ~µEi~
Eis- Tll €Bv17, aVrol 8£ Eis r;,v '1TE piroµT,v•
µovov rwv 1l'Twxw11 Iva µvTJµov•vwµcv,
8 Kal lcrrroVOaua aVTU ToVro ?Toiijuai.
1
Below this point it is unnecessary to quote 'Westcott and Hort's text, as
the difference is slight.
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It is advisable to give first a translation of the passage
without the parenthetic clauses, which make its construction so awkward, though they add so much to its argumentative power when properly comprehended.
"Then after fourteen years I went up again to Jerusalem
with Barnabas, taking Titus as companion; 1 and I laid
before them [i.e. the Apostles] 2 the gospel which I have
continued preaching 3 among the Gentiles, with the purpose
that neither the work of my life nor my past work might be
rendered ineffective, and [taking this step] by reason of the
insinuating pseudo-Christians who crept in covertly to
be spies on our liberty, which we [the right-thinking
Christians] enjoy in Christ Jesus, in order to enslave us;
but to them we did not for one hour yield by our submission, to the end that the gospel truth might remain safe
unto you. But from the recognised 4 leaders-the recognised
leaders, I repeat, imparted to me no further instruction, but,
on the contrary, seeing that I hold in trust the gospel of the
non-circumcision as Peter [does the gospel] of the circumcision, and knowing the grace given me, they-James, and
Cephas, and John-the recognised pillars [of the Church],
gave the right hand of fellowship to me and to Barnabas
that we [go] to the Gentil~s, and they themselves to· the
circumc1s10n. Only [they charged us] to remember the
poor [brethren at Jerusalem], which very duty I zealously
discharged."
The great difficulty of the whole narrative in i. and ii. lies
1 The insertion of" me" in A.V. and Il.V. imparts an egoistic touch, which
is wanting in the Greek.
2 i.e., with a view to obtain their appro'l'al, and secure unanimity, and avoitl
conflict with independent and inconsistent schemes, which might make my own
work vain.
3 The present tense is to be taken as present-contfouous.
4 I cannot agree with Lightfoot that ooKouvrEs "is depreciatory" ; that does not
lie in the Greek (in his examples the depreciatory sense comes from the context), and is diametrically opposed to my conception of Paul's lofty and punctiliously courteous tone towards the elder apostles (on which see below).
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in its intermingling in the most subtle way argument· with
narrative. It is a narrative, but a narrative given because
of its bearing on the question at issue in the Galatian
churches. Paul's point lies in this, that to prove his case
and to establish his position, all that is necessary is to recount
the facts in their true character and sequence. His case is
that he is the Apostle charged by God to the Gentiles, and
accepted as such by the elder apostles. He brings this out
in his narrative by a very subtle device, viz., he distinguishes carefully between those actions which belonged to
a definite point in the series of past events (aorist), those
actions which continued for a period but are not thought of
as continuing at the moment of writing (imperfect), and
those actions which are marked as permanent and true
down to the moment of writing (present). This distinction
is well brought out in i. 15 : "And when it seemed fit
(aorist) to God, who set me apart from my birth and called
me through His grace (aorists) to reveal His Son in me
(aorist), so that I preach Him (present) among the Gentiles." When the due moment arrived, God revealed His
will to Paul and called him. These are definite acts which
produced certain lasting consequences, but were themselves
momentary. But the purpose and the result of the call
was that Paul became, and continued until the moment of
writing to be, the preacher among the Gentiles. Again in
i. 22, "I continued unknown (imperfect) by face to the
churches of Judea" (this is not said to be true at the time
of writing, though it lasted for many years) ; " and they
continued to hear reports (impnject) that 'our persecutor 1
is now preaching (present) the gospel which formerly he
was attempting to destroy' (imperfect), and they continually expressed their (imperfect) admiration of God's
1 The participle 5iwKwv permit8 no inference; present and imperfect coinci<le
in the participle. The only distinction in the participle is between aorist ii. 1,
7, U, and present-imperfect.
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action in my case.'' Such was their conduct for a number
of years: the writer does not indicate that they continue
now to do so (partly, such reports were no longer needed,
and his conduct was no longer a cause of wonder and
special recognition, partly, many in the Judman churches
were now opposed to him, and would no longer praise or
admire what he was doing for the Church).
When we apply this principle to the hard passage ii.
1-10, several of the difficulties disappear, and some misconceptions are cleared away.
A special contrast is indicated between a present and an
aorist in the following cases :v. 2, " I submitted to them (aorist) the gospel which I
continue preaching to the present day among the Gentiles
(present).''
v. 2, "To prevent the work of my whole life (present), or
my work then (aorist), from being ineffectual."
v. 10, "Only (they instructed me) to remember permanently (present) the poor, which I then made it my object
to do (aorist)."
A difficult contrast between present and imperfect occurs
in v. 6 : " it matters not in my estimation (now or then, or
at any time, present) by what conduct and character they
were marked out before the world for their dignified and
influential position (imperfect)."
The necessity for the imperfect here becomes clearer if
we substitute the present, and observe that the change
gives an inadmissible sense. "What their permanent
Character is matters not to me" (or.Oto{ 7r0T€ ElutV OVOfV µot
oiacp€pet) would be a sentiment unsuitable to the argument,
and hardly becoming in Paul's mouth. The sense of what
he says is, "I grant that their conduct had been noble and
their prominent position was deserved, but God, who respects not persons, had chosen to communicate directly
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with me and through me to the Gentiles ; and I could not
put myself under their directions."
Still more clear does the necessity for the imperfect become if we take the sense preferred by Lightfoot: he says,
"it does not mean ' what reputation they enjoyed,' but
'what was their position, what were their advantages, in
former times, referring to their personal intercourse with
the Lord."
The many aorists of this passage are clear : each of them
denotes an act in the drama, which is described. They
need no elucidation or comment except the following in
v. 5 : "we resisted them then that the truth of the Gospel
might continue for you" (aorist). Here it may seem that
the aorist expresses an action that continues to the moment
of writing. That, however, is not so: the action belonged
to the moment, though its result lasts down to the time of
writing; and this becomes clear if we put the proposition
in another form, "we resisted them then that the truth
might not by our compliance be interrupted and prevented
from continuing for you." The aorist is required to express
" might not be interrupted," and it is therefore required to
express "might continue."
Now we may give a paraphrase of the passage, expanding
the concise language a little and introducing the parenthetic additions.
" Then in the fourteenth year after it pleased God to call
me, I went up again to Jerusalem with Barnabas, and took
Titus also as companion. Now I may explain that I went
up on account of a revelation (which shows how completely
my action was guided directly by the Divine will, and how
independent it was of any orders or instructions from the
And I communicated to them with a view to
apostles).
consultation the gospel which I continue preaching among
the Gentiles ; but I did so privately to those who were
recognised as the leading spirits, not publicly to the whole
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body of the apostles; since the latter course would have had
the appearance of consulting the official governing body, as
if I felt it a duty to seek advice from them, whereas private
consultation was a purely voluntary act. My· purpose in
this consultation was to carry with me the leading spirits
of the Church, since misunderstanding or want of complete
approval on their part might endanger or frustrate my
evangelistic work whether in the future or ·the past, if
doubt or dispute arose as to the rights of my converts to full
rnembership in the Clmrch without further ceremony. Now,
as I ha.ve touched on this point, I may mention parentlteti·
cally that not even was my companion Titus, Greek as he
was, required to submit to circumcision, much less was the
general principle laid down that the Jewish rite was a
necessary preliminary to the full membership of the Church.
Further, the occasion of my consnlting the leading Apostles
was because of certain insinuating sham brethren, who
crept into our society in an unavowed way to act the spy
on our freedom (which we free Christians have been enjoying throughout my ministry), in order to make us slaves
to the ritnal which they count necessary. But not for an
hour did we yield to these false brethren by complying
with their ideas, or expressing agreement with them ; and
our firmness then was intended to secure that the gospel
in its true form should continue in lasting freedom for you
to enjoy. But from the recognised leaders - how distinguished soever was their character matters not to me ;
God accepteth not man's person-the recognised leaders,
I say, imparted no new instruction to me; but, on the
contrary, perceiving that I throughout my ministry am
charged specially with the mission to foreign (non-Jewish)
nations as Peter is with the Jewish mission-for he that
worked for Peter to the apostolate of the circumcision
worked ali;o for me to be the missionary to the Gentilesand perceiving from the actual facts the grace that had
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been given me, they, James and Cephas and John, the
recognised pillars of the Church, gave pledges to me and
to Barnabas of a joint scheme of work, ours to be directed
to the Gentiles, while theirs was to the Jews. One charge
alone they gave us, to remember the poor brethren at
Jerusalem, a duty which as a matter of fact I bestirred
myself to perform then."
It is apparent that in the passage as thus punctuated and
translated, all the few slight points of resemblance to the
narrative of Acts xv. have disappeared. The same persons
are mentioned, but the actions are quite different. The
question between the J udaizing party and the Pauline
party is never formally raised here, whereas it was the
whole reason for the visit of Paul and Barnabas to Jerusalem in Acts xv., when a council of the apostles and
elders was the marked feature of the proceedings. This
visit then belongs to a period before the question had
actually come to the front; it was already imminent, but
was not yet actually the subject of contention. The
apostles therefore were not called on at that time to give
any public decision; and privately, in communication with
Paul, they recognised fully his deserts and his call, and
approved his method.
The concluding sentence is in some respects the most
remarkable and interesting in this passage, containing the
only positive charge given to Paul by the elder apostles.
The aorist (€cnrouoaua 'lrwf']uat) prevents us from under·
standing (as Lightfoot does) that Paul's "subsequent zeal
in the same cause was the answer to their appeal." If
Paul had here been referring to bis permanent conduct and
feeling or to something which he is carrying into effect at
the time of writing, he would, according to the rule of
tenses in this passage, have used the present tense; but,
since be uses the aorist, he must be referring to " an act in
the drama which then occurred." On the visit in question,
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therefore, Paul made it a special object to aid 1 the poor
brethren in Jerusalem. We find then that on the second
visit of the Galatian Epistle Paul was busied in the duty
which is stated in Acts xi., xii. to have been the primary
object of his second journey. Thus the two accounts of
the journey are found to be in the most singular agreement,
which may be expressed thus: the second journey in
Epist. Gal. is said to have been made " according to
revelation," and in Acts the exact circumstances of the
revelation are narrated; the object of the second visit is
defined in Acts as being to relieve the distress of the poor
brethren in Jerusalem, and in Epist. Gal. Paul says he
directed his attention specially to helping the poor
brethren; another purpose is said in Epist. Gal. to have
been achieved on this second journey, v. 3, but Paul immediately adds that this other purpose was carried out as
a mere private piece of business, and implies thereby that
it was not the primary or official purpose of the journey. 2
How graceful and delicate is the compliment which the
older apostles paid to Paul! "the only advice which we have
to give is that you make it your rule (present) to do what
you have been zealously doing," so they spoke at the conclusion of his visit! And in what a gentlemanly spirit does
Paul refer to that visit. His object is to prove to the Galatians that, on his visits to Jerusalem, he received nothing
in the way of instruction or commission from the older
apostles; and to d? this he gives an account of his visits.
When he comes to the second visit he might have said in
the tone of downright and rather coarse candour, "So far
from receiving on this occasion, I was sent by Divine
revelation to be the giver." But not even in this hot
1 icnrovlia<ra 7rOLi/<rai here as <r7rovlicijovr<s T'YJp<lv r~v ivorrira roii 11"V<Vµaros
(Eph. iv. 3), "making it a special object to maintain the unity of the Spirit."
2 The analogy of Eph. iv. 3, quoted above, might be alleged as a proof that
l!<r7rov/ia<ra in Gal. ii. 10, defines the principal object of the visit.
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and hasty letter does he swerve from his tone of respect
and admiration, or assume in the. slightest degree a tone
of superiority to Peter and James. The facts are all there
to show the real situation ; but they are put so quietly and
allusively (the revelation in v. 2, the object in v. 10), as to
avoid all appearance of boasting in what was really a very
legitimate cause of satisfaction, and even of self-gratulation.
It is precisely because on his second visit Paul was so
obviously not the recipient that he appeals to it with such
perfect confidence as proving his independence. On the
other hand no one can read over Acts xv. and say that a
champion of Paul's independence would appeal to it as an
argument in his favour; and the opinion that Paul appealed
to that visit as proving his independence, and gave its
history without ever alluding to the object of the visit and
to the Council in which the older apostles acted as judges
and decided in his favour, seems in my judgment to attribute to him a remarkable power of hiding the facts that
might tell against him. He appeals to God in the most
solemn manner that he is telling the truth in this narrative, Gal. i. 20.
In conclusion it may be pointed out that, on the NorthGalatian theory, it has been practically necessary to assume
that the author of Acts was not acquainted with Paul's
Epistle to the Galatians. 1 For those who hold that the
author was the intimate friend, disciple, and medical attendant in the closest personal relations with Paul• for many
years, it is of course hard to believe that he did not know
that Epistle,-still harder when we consider that he was
making his teacher the hero of a historical work. It will
hereafter be recognised as one of the greatest gains from the
South-Galatian theory that it recognises in Acts a work
1 The Tiibingeu scholars stand almost alone in maintaining that the author
of Acts was acquainted with the Epistle to the Galatians; but they draw from
the apparent discrepancies the conclusion that he garbled the facts for the
purpose of producing a false impression.
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written to explain, to supplement, and to render more
thoroughly intelligible, the epistles, and that it succeeds
in doing so, In this case it is obvious that Acts xi. 27-30
makes Gal. ii. 1-10 clearer and more significant ; but no
one has ever ventured to maintain that Acts xv. makes
Paul's argument more intelligible, and the utmost that
Lightfoot aims at is to show that there is no absolute contradiction between them.
One difficulty in the correspondence between Acts xi., xii.
and Galatians ii. 1-10, will at once occur to every reader.
In Acts nothing is said as to any companion of Barnabas
and Paul, whereas Titus is said in Epist. Gal. to have
But in the latter place Titus is
accompanied them.
only mentioned incidentally, and is expressly said to have
been an unofficial companion, not sent by the Church, but
merely taken by Paul with him; 1 while in Acts we are tol.d
only what was done officially by the church of Antioch. In
fact, the narrative of Acts never describes the visit; it
merely tells the arrangements made in Antioch for collecting a contribution and despatching the proceeds to Jerusalem, and that the collection took place 2 and was sent
up in charge of two official representatives. There is,
therefore, no opportunity for mentioning Titus in Acts xi.
27-30. At the next reference to Paul and Barnabas, xii.
25, we find them in Jerusalem, ready to start for Antioch
1 In the same way John Mark accompanied Paul and Barnabas on their
missionary j<>urney to Cyprus, xiii. 5, but was not selected by the Spirit or
sent forth by the Church as one of the official envoys, and is, therefore, only
mentioned incidentally. The same term is used in Acts xii. 25 to describe the
private act of taking John Mark as a companion, and in Galatians ii. 1 to
describe the act of taking Titus as companion.
2 The collection would, of course, require some considerable time, as we see
from the better known case in later history, when the churches in Achaia,
Macedonia, Asia, and Galatia joined in a similar contribution for the poor
central church. Moreover, nobody will suppose that the aid was sent till it
was needed, and in Acts xi. 27 the famine is still a future event known only
by revelation and prophecy. It occurred in A.D. 46, as is clearly stated by
Josephus, not in 44, as is often assumed. The distribution of relief was made
by Paul and Barnabas personally, xii. 25. ·
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after completing the administration of the fund. On this
occasion they take with them back to Antioch a companion
whom they found in Jerusalem, viz., John Mark; but it is
obvious that he is here mentioned solely to give the reader
information which be requires to be able to understand xiii. 5.
With regard to Titus, an interesting and important
question may be suggested, which is equally hard for the
N orth-Galatian and the South-Galatian theorists to answer.
Why is Titus never mentioned in Acts? There are two
persons who played highly important parts in the drama
described in Acts, and yet are never mentioned in that
book, Titus and Luke; and, on my conception of the
author's historical insight and power of selecting and grouping details, the silence must be intentional. In Luke's
case the reason is too obvious to need statement; but what
is the reason in Titus's case? He that answers that question (which I confess to have found insoluble) will throw
a wide-reaching light on the history of the time. The
suggestion which has been made on 2 Corinthians viii. 18,
that the two delegates there mentioned (who were in all
probability Luke and Titus) were brothers, would give a
satisfactory reason; but it seems difficult on other grounds
to accept the suggestion.
II. Paul says to the Galatians (i. 6-7): 8auµal;w on of.lrw~
raxew~ µemr£8ecr8e am> TOV tcai\ecravro~
Xpicrrov el~ erepov EUa"f"fE"A.iov, & OVIC ecrnv
eicriv oi rapacrcroVTE~ vµa~ teat
e'i\ ovre~
eua'Y"fei\iov rou Xpicrrov. In the Revised

'

"

'

( ,.

\ e

vµas EV xapin
&xxo· el µ~ T£VE~
'. r~ai To'
µeracrrpt:.,,

Version this is
rendered, " I marvel that ye are so quickly removing from
Him that called you in the grace of Christ unto a different
gospel : which is not another (gospel) ; only there are some
that trouble you and would pervert the gospel of Christ." 1
This seems to me to be a false translation, being founded
1 Westcott and Hort read Xp1noO as a common noun here," the gospel of the
anointed one."
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on a mistaken idea of the meaning of the Greek words aXXoc;
and eTepoc; When contrasted With One another. It is obvious
that the force depends on the pointed antithesis of frepoc;
and aXXoc;: the Galatians have gone over to a gospel which
is eTepov but not a"AXo. 1
On these two words Lightfoot remarks, " erepov involves
a difference of kind which is not involved in aX"Ao." This
appears to me an absolutely incorrect distinction. It is
unnecessary to quote the rest of his;remarks, in which he
devotes himself to proving (what no one is likely to deny)
that aXXoc; can be used in the sense of " another example of
a class," and that frepoc; can be used to imply difference. 2
But the point is this,-when frepoc; and aXXoc; are pointedly
contrasted, which of the two indicates the greater amount
of difference ? I think that eTepoc; indicates the difference
between SIJecies of the same genus, a"A"Aoc; the difference
between two genera ; and aX"Aoc; therefore indicates a much
broader difference than eupoc;. 3 It is difficult to find examples in point; but my friend Mr. R. A. Neil supplies
me with an excellent instance from Thucydides ii. 40, 2-3,
where frepoic; indicates those Athenians that belong to the
industrial Class (as distinguished from the military or
statesman class), while a"AA.oic; denotes all other nations as
distinguished from the Athenians. Another example may
1 At present I am assuming that the construction preferred by the Revisers
and by Lightfoot is right : the different construction, given by the American
Revisers in the margin, is noticed at the end of the paper (it requires a milder
punctuation, or none at all, at l!>..J..o).
2 These usages, though quite good, are not the original ·and fundamental
senses. Lightfoot quotes 2 Corinthians xi. 4, to show the difference between
ll?..?..ov 'I?J<rouv and fr•pov •va-y-yl?..1ov or l!upov 7rVEOµa, but if the words are not
mere synonyms in that place, I should say that "another Jesus" is more
pointedly and absolutely "a different and false Jesus," while "another gospel"
is not necessarily a false gospel (see below).
3 I have talked to several excellent scholars, who all said that they did not
remember a passage that was decisive, but their impression as to the natural
difference between ci>..>..os and l!upos was like what I stated. Recently, Mr. Neil
has sent me the reference to Thucydides: I do not quote any names, as th~
opinions were merely given in conversation.
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be taken from the technical term f.Tep/nr)wv~. denoting an insurance effected on a vessel for the outward, but not for the
return voyage: if c.L\Xo7rA.ov~ were used, it could only mean
"sailing on a different course, or in a different direction." 1
If we keep the exact construction preferred by Lightfoot
and followed in the Revised Version, the sense of Paul's
words to the Galatians would be, "I marvel that you are so
soon going over to another gospel, which is not different
(from mine), except in so far as certain persons pervert the
gospel of the anointed One." In other words, "I marvel
that you are going from the gospel as announced by me to
the gospel as announced by the older apostles, not that it
is really different from mine, except in so far as it is distorted by the emissaries who are troubling you." Now that
appears to be precisely Paul's position. The gospel, as
preached by him, was a frepov eva'Y"fEA.tov from the gospel
as preached by the older apostles, but there was no real
difference between these two members of the same class.
Peter and James agreed with him on every important or
critical point. But there were many Jews who came as
emissaries from the church in Jerusalem, and yet preached
a totally different gospel. 2 These are condemned in the
strongest terms as distorting and perverting the gospel.
1 Many examples might be gi veu to show that in <l:;\:\os there lies originally the
sense of difference, and not in lTEpos, though they often become almost equivalent. In Iliad, xiii. 64, a falcon pursues 5pvrnv 1£;\ho, a bird of a different kind
(where ro (upov would mean the bird's mate). Compare Iliad, xxi. 22, where
the fish of other species (txOu•s 1£;\;\oi) are terrified and chased by the dolphin.
Again 1£;\:\os frequently means hostile or unfortunate or unsuitable, i.e. different
from what is desired or intended. But this seems so familiar that it need
not be insisted on: the very derivation makes it clear, for fr<pos is a comparative degree of the pronominal stem meaning "one" or "same," while
l!;\:\os is connected with words which bear the sense of " other" or " different"
in many languages, e.g., else in English, a/ins in Latin (e.g. aliud sentit ille,
aliud ego sentio, means" his opinion is quite different from mine"). I can only
suppose that Lightfoot's fundamental misconception as to the Galatian churches
biassed, in this case, his usually line and delicate sense of language.
2 For example, those who had come from the apostles in Jerusalem, Ac's
xv. 1, 21, Gal. ii. 12, and t>onbletl the church iu Antioch,
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~IAN

4ND HIS MESSAGE.

But a simpler and thoroughly Greek rendering is that
which the American Revision Committee add in the margin,
"unto a different gospel which is nothing else save that
there are some that
. would pervert the gospel of
Christ:" 1 in other words, "another gospel, which is merely
a perversion of the gospel." This avoids the unusual and
perhaps precarious emphasis on the contrast between a),A,o~
and erepo~, and would certainly be preferable in a classical
Greek writer. It also gives a sense which is quite Pauline ;
and probably most scholars will prefer it. I confess, however, that the harsh and strained use of the words on the
other interpretation, and the close packed meaning that
is forced into the words, almost beyond what they can bear,
seems to me-so far as I may judge-more characteristic of
Paul's style; and I incline towards it, unless the verdict of
scholars be that it strains the sense of the words too far.
In that event, the interpretation of the American Revisers
would be the only possible one.
W. lVI. RAMSAY.

JEREMIAH: THE MAN AND HIS MESSAGE.
IV.

DEGENERATION.

THE average man in every age is tolerably content with the
world as he finds it .and looks upon the institutions and
customs by which he is surrounded as belonging to an
order of things which has always existed and never can be
materially changed. But there are exceptional individuals
who, either through fuller information or on account of a
gift of nature, carry in their minds an ideal image of what
human life ought to be, with which they are continually
contrasting, to their disadvantage, existing conditions and
1 Dr. Thayer, of Harvard, told me that he had always urged this to be the
correct translation. It, of course, implies a slighter punctuation after l!XXo.

